SPA MANICURE MENU

Signature Mani

$40-40 minutes
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Need time to decompress? Unwind with a Signature Manicure. A scented
salt soak of choice, followed by exfoliation, cuticle hydration, nails trimmed
and a hydrating massage. Complete with a splash of colour to brighten your
day.
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Luxurious Mani

Luxurious Mani

$50-50 minutes
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A distinctive way to allow yourself to be pampered... Enjoy everything that
the Signature Manicure offers with the added detoxifying and hydrating
whipped Mask that provides warmth, stimulates circulation and will nourish
your skin to a supple softness leaving you relaxed, refreshed and renewed.
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In a hurry? Melt away the stresses of the day with a moment for yourself...
Choose a scent of choice, immerse your hands for a scented salt soak, cuticle
hydration followed by cut, file and hydrating lotion.
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Express Mani
Express Mani Plus

Express Mani
Express Mani Plus

$20-20 minutes (no polish)
$30-30 minutes (with polish)

· All of our Medi-Ped Spa products are free of harmful chemicals, eco
and vegan friendly.
· Our nail polishes are oxygen and moisture permeable allowing your
nails to breathe and retain their best condition.
· A special formulation of organic ingredients are blended in for
nail enrichment and hydration including:
· Biotin
· Lavender
· Tea tree oil
· Wheat protein
· Garlic extract
· Vitamin C

Gel/shellac products are NOT used OR removed at this spa.
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